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Abstract It is difficult to generalize experiences of system development as methodologies for building meta-learning support systems. Thus, the importance of a model-based system development approach has been recognized. Such an approach contributes to systematic refinement of learning systems according to the model and moreover, knowledge can be accumulated on meta-learning system development based on it. In this paper, we adopt a model-oriented approach and undertake the following: (i) we adopt Kayashima's computational model as a basis to build a meta-learning process model and we extend it for meta-learning activities; (ii) we conceptualize five concepts that clarify the means to remove or eliminate the factors of difficulty; then (iii) we clarify design rationales of support functions embedded into our system to facilitate meta-learning processes based on the meta-learning process model.
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1. Introduction

The importance of a model-based system development approach has been recognized by many researchers\(^{1-3}\). Such an approach contributes to systematic refinement of learning systems by iterating a loop that builds a model to clarify the learning system design rationale, developing and evaluating the learning system according to the model, and revising the model based on the learning system. Moreover, the model can accumulate knowledge related to meta-learning system development.

We adopt a model-oriented approach by referring to Kayashima's model\(^{4,5}\) which is a sophisticated and useful framework to clarify factors of difficulty in performing meta-cognitive activities for problem-solving and add two factors of difficulty in performing meta-cognitive activities for learning processes. Then, we specify design concepts for a meta-learning scheme as a means to remove or eliminate the factors of difficulty. Moreover, we clarify design rationales of support functions embedded into our presentation-based meta-learning support system based on our previously derived meta-learning process model\(^{6}\). Experimental issues and details of concrete functions embedded into the system were explained in that earlier reference.

2. Meta-Learning Process Model

Our research is designed to produce a meta-learning support system that facilitates learners' learning skill development through reflecting onto their own learning processes. We designate “learning of learning activities” as meta-learning in making presentation materials.

On the other hand, performing meta-cognitive activities in performing learning processes (planning and controlling of learning processes) is usually more difficult than problem-solving, because a problem, problem-solving activities, and their results are usually visible in a course study: (1) if problems are given to users as a problem-solving task in the outside world, they can recognize them more easily, and (2) problem-solving processes are often required to be described (thus they become visible), whereas those of learning activities and their results (learner's understanding states) are invisible in each person's own mind.

We provide a detailed model of meta-learning activities in Figure 1, which depicts a meta-learning process model by extending Kayashima's computational model. As we describe in the following, we newly add
(i) a schema layer to the original model; and we model (ii) acquiring the activity of learning methods and (iii) modifying activity of criteria to evaluate each individual’s own state of understanding.

The model has three layers. At the lowest layer in the figure, i.e., the schema level, “real status” of a learner’s understanding state is represented by performing learning activities. The upper two layers capture meta-learning processes in a learner’s mind (working memory, WM). Changing processes of the learner’s understanding state by monitoring the learner’s own schema are situated in the lower layer of the WM. Separate representation of the schema level and the lower layer of the WM makes it possible to represent differences between the “learner’s real state of his/her understanding” and the “learner’s belief about his/her own understanding states.”

The learner’s belief about her own understanding states is not always produced or modeled by monitoring their real states. It is important to characterize meta-cognition in learning because meta-cognitive activity is prompted by the awareness on the gap between the real state and the belief.

Planning of learning processes is represented in the upper layer of the WM. Processes of reflecting activities for acquiring learning skills (acquiring domain-specific learning operators, and modifying criteria to evaluate individual understanding states) are represented in the upper layer. Each ellipse shows the product made at each layer, and “t*” represents time: the “t*” order represents product changes.

We examine Kayashima’s model[4,5] for detailed meanings of operators such as application, selection, and evaluation, which appear in the model. Although, the model is depicted in a domain-independent manner, we take the approach of learning abstract factory (AF) design patterns to make understanding easier. A learner planned to understand the features of functional extendibility of the AF pattern in the software design pattern (action-list (t+1)) in the lower layer of the WM. Thereafter, she carried out learning activities that caused changes of her understanding state (Understanding States (2)) and she thought she could understand the extendibility of AF (products-A (t+2)), but actually she could not understand it. She then realized her own lack of understanding (products-A(t+3)) (gap of real states at the schema level and her belief) by performing on-going monitoring or reflective-monitoring (explained in Section 4) and created one product, (products-A (t+4)) by on-going monitoring or (products-A (t+5)) by reflective-monitoring, respectively, and decided to re-plan her.
learning processes by adopting different learning operators (action-list (t/1+6)) in the upper layer. Eventually, she chose other learning operators (e.g. “Understand extendibility of AF by considering functional class structures”) and generated a new learning plan in the lower layer (action-list (t/1+7)).

She will be able to understand the topic more deeply (Understanding States (3)), if these meta-cognitive activities (learning process planning) are adequately performed.

Learning-skill acquisition processes in the upper layer (action-list (t/11)) require the following cognitive activities: (i) reflecting upon and observing the learning processes in the lower level, (ii) detecting meaningful domain-specific learning operators that deepened understanding states; (iii) re-evaluating, generalizing, and storing them in long-term memory; and (iv) modifying criteria based on them.

3. Factors of Difficulty in Performing Meta-Learning Activities

Table 1 represents factors of difficulty in performing meta-cognitive activities for learning processes.

Based on the framework of Kayashima et al.(4,5), we add two primitives to represent factors of difficulty for meta-learning, i.e., acquisition of the learning operator and acquisition of the learning criteria. It is notable that the subjects of observation are an individual’s own invisible understanding states and learning processes in performing meta-learning ((e)–(g)).

By observing objects in the scheme, a corresponding representation is created in the WM: “Observing the product of one’s understanding state.” Because one’s own objects in the scheme are invisible (d2), observing the product of one’s understanding state becomes incomplete.

Activities from (e)–(g) are performed in the lower layer of the WM, while those from (h)–(k) are performed in the upper layer of the WM. We briefly explain factors of difficulty especially in performing meta-cognitive activities in learning ((h)–(k)).

Regarding (h) and (i), they represent factors of difficulty in performing reflective monitoring and on-going monitoring (explained in Section 4), respectively. In performing reflective monitoring (h), that observes the resulting object of one’s own learning processes, the difficulties of (d2) invisibility, (d4) inference of cognitive
operation, (d5) simultaneous processing with rehearsal and (d7) a two-layer WM exist. In contrast, in performing on-going monitoring (i), that observes one’s own learning processes, the difficulties of (d1) segmentation of process, (d2) invisibility, (d3) simultaneous processing with other cognitive activities, (d5) simultaneous processing with rehearsal, (d6) management of resource, (d7) a two-layer WM, and (d8) multiple processing exist.

Moreover, regarding (j) and (k), they represent factors of difficulty in performing learning skill acquisition processes: the difficulties of (d10) acquisition of learning operators and (d11) acquisition of criteria for learning processes exist, in addition to the factors of difficulties in performing meta-cognitive activities in problem-solving processes, i.e., (d3) simultaneous processing with their activities, (d5) simultaneous processing with rehearsal, (d6) management of resources, (d8) multiple processing, and (d9) planning.

### 4. Design Model for Meta-Learning Support Scheme

The meta-learning process model clarifies factors of difficulty in performing learning activities, whereas the conceptualizations described below clarify design concepts from the viewpoint of building a learning scheme to eliminate them.

Table 2 shows five concepts supporting meta-learning. They play a guiding role in the design of meta-learning support systems. We conceptualize them from the engineering viewpoint of system development as a basis of functional design for facilitating meta-cognitive learning.

SHIFT means to stagger the time of developing learning skills after performing problem-solving processes. By introducing two types of reflection, we explain SHIFT in detail.

- **On-going monitoring** means controlling cognitive processes IN problem-solving.
- **Reflective monitoring** means modifying cognitive processes AFTER solving the problem.

The SHIFT strategy enhances reflective monitoring by staggering the time of performing the meta-cognitive activities after doing problem-solving or learning.

Learning skill acquisition task is not always consciously performed by ordinary learners; it is necessary to provide appropriate stimulation which changes an “internal” self-conversation task to a usual conversation task to encourage their meta-cognition. We conceptualize LIFT as making the learners aware of learning skill acquisition: it plays a role of lifting a latent task under the boundary of consciousness in each learner’s mind up to the boundary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conceptualization</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Target to eliminate factors of difficulties</th>
<th>Learning Scheme Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHIFT</td>
<td>Stagger the time of developing learning skills after performing problem-solving processes</td>
<td>• (d5) Simultaneous processing with other activities + (d4) Inference of cognitive operation</td>
<td>Task Design (giving a presentation topic the learner had already learned)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFT</td>
<td>Make the learner be aware of learning skill acquisition</td>
<td>• (d2) Invisibility + (d5) Simultaneous processing with rehearsal + (d10) Acquisition of learning operator + (d11) Acquisition of criteria for learning</td>
<td>Visualization Environment Guidance Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REIFICATION</td>
<td>Give appropriate language for his/her self-conversation to acquire learning skills</td>
<td>• (d1) Segmentation of process</td>
<td>Providing Domain Specific Terms of Learning Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSLATE</td>
<td>Transfer the learning skill acquisition task (LSAT) to a problem-solving task that includes same task structure of LSAT.</td>
<td>• (d7) A two-layer WM + (d8) Multiple Processing</td>
<td>Task Design (giving a presentation task to explain to other learners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECTIVIZATION</td>
<td>Objectify her/his self-conversation processes by externalizing them for learning communications with other learners</td>
<td>• (triggering cognitive conflicts)</td>
<td>CSCL Environment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2.** Correspondence among Concrete Function Based on Support Concepts and Their Targets.
REIFICATION gives appropriate language for the subject of meta-cognition: we cannot realize LIFT if we do not give appropriate REIFICATION.

Through OBJECTIVIZATION, we make internal self-conversation processes objective by discussing them with others. It contributes to cognitive conflicts\(^2\) in a learner’s mind, which facilitates the learner’s meta-cognitive activities, triggered by the objective reaction of learning partners to the explanations.

TRANSLATE changes the learning skill acquisition task to a problem-solving task that includes the task structure of the learning skill acquisition task.

Based on these design concepts, developers can design valid meta-learning support schemes.

5. Clarifying Design Rationale of a Presentation-Based Meta-Learning Support System

The meta-learning process model and conceptualizations are integrated to design our meta-learning scheme and concrete support functions embedded into the system.

Table 2 presents correspondence among support functions based on the conceptualizations and their targets to eliminate factors of difficulty in performing meta-learning processes. Because of the space limitation, here, we describe the design rationale of our presentation-based meta-learning support system according to the model to show the usefulness of our framework. The literature\(^6\) should be consulted to comprehend concrete functions in detail.

According to SHIFT and TRANSLATE, we design presentation tasks where the learner must make presentation materials based on pre-learned knowledge. This task setting is important for the learner to examine meta-cognitive learning: if the learner must perform both learning and making presentations, the learner cannot allocate sufficient cognitive capacity to perform the meta-cognitive activities. This task setting corresponds to SHIFT.

SHIFT removes factors of (d3) simultaneous processing with other activities and eliminates (d6) management of resource, although it increases (d5) factors of inference of cognitive operation: it does not require on-going monitoring but prompts reflective-monitoring. Furthermore, TRANSLATE reduces factors of the two-layer WM and of multiple processing by translating learning process planning and learning skill acquisition tasks into the problem-solving (presentation) task.

In this environment, educational activities are shown in making presentation materials: “make the learner consider what functions might be extended,” and so forth. This is designed based on REIFICATION and it decreases the difficulty of segmentation of the process.

In our system, the learner gradually details teaching plans by referring to such teaching activities, and finally gives concrete shape to all presentation materials and makes connections among the lowest educational activities and presentation materials. This is designed based on the LIFT design principle. It is intended to reduce the difficulty of invisibility and simultaneous processing with rehearsal.

LIFT is also realized as a function that provides the learner with guidance information for checking the validity of designed learning processes. Guidance information facilitating a learner’s reflection on personal learning processes is shown at the time of moving to the following collaborative learning phase if educational activities that the teacher requires are not embedded into the learner’s teaching plan. This is designed based on LIFT and it is intended to reduce the difficulty of acquisition of learning operators and acquisition of criteria for learning processes.

Then, the system provides each learner with respective viewpoints for discussion among learners. This function is also designed based on LIFT and is intended to reduce the difficulty of acquisition of learning operators and acquisition of criteria for learning processes.

OBJECTIVIZATION is realized as a computer supported collaborative learning environment. It is intended to trigger cognitive conflicts in the learner’s mind through communication with learning partners’ reactions, and to reduce the factors of difficulty of acquisition of learning operators and criteria for learning.

6. Related Work

By introducing the framework, we also can characterize other learning schemes from the viewpoint of learning scheme design according to design concepts. We, here, take a problem-posing learning scheme as an example.

In a problem-posing learning scheme\(^{7,8}\), learning skill acquisition tasks are translated to a problem-posing
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In performing a problem-posing task, which includes the LIFT principle, a learner must be reminded of his own problem-solving processes. Furthermore, secondary effects occur because the posed problem must be solved by other learners, which includes the OBJECTIONALIZATION principle. It does not include a REIFICATION principle. In this learning scheme, learners might be unable to follow this task translation because the problem-posing task requires heavier cognitive loads than problem-solving tasks do. Our learning scheme makes it easier to monitor and control learner’s learning activities by translating learning skill acquisition task into the problem-solving task based on the TRANSLATE principle.

7. Concluding Remarks

We presented our model-oriented approach and proposed a meta-learning process model by extending Kayashima’s computational model for characterizing meta-learning activities. Then, we presented our conceptualizations as a basis of learning scheme design. Furthermore, a meta-learning process model and the conceptualizations were integrated to support design of meta-learning systems based on a deep understanding of meta-learning processes. The conceptualizations play a guiding role in the design of meta-learning support systems. Moreover, the meta-learning process model plays an important role in accumulating and sharing experiences of individual learning system development, because the design rationale of each support function embedded in our meta-learning support system can be understood based on the model.
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